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8. Clear Light
3rd Tier - Super Integral: Newly Emerging (10 yrs) - Very Rare - Transpersonal Unity Radical Suchness - Christ
Consciousness. By far the most whole, unified, inclusive consciousness yet to appear in evolution. Electrically
radiant with wholeness. Thunderously roaring with radical inclusiveness. Shockingly alive with luminous clarity and allpervading comprehensiveness. Spirit itself fully embodied in a human organism and fully awakened and self-liberated
in its own true nature. The leading edge of evolution itself with the emergence of new truths and new phenomena and
new events all together.

7. Turquoise

2nd Tier - Integral - Newly Emerging (20 yrs) - Truly Inclusive - Consciousness or the Self is no longer identified with
just the body or just the mind. Higher level of Self experiences Unity or Integration. Sees the entire world as intimately
interwoven, interconnected, unified, joined, one whole and harmonious Being in a continual state of Becoming. Driven
by abundance overflowing, as though somebody put a billion dollars in your bank account and all you want to do is
share. Finds value in ALL preceding sages. Enclusivity, love, compassion and radical acceptance. Sees wholeness
in the human being. 5% of the population and growing fast. Unprecedented stage pointing to an entirely different type
of awareness. Promising to change everything, absolutely everything. A society that is truly all inclusive, never before
seen in history.

8. Turquoise
Us
Integral

7. Yellow

Self

6. Green

6. Green
Pluralistic - Post Modern - Egalitarian - Many perspectives - Recognizes all the various truths in all the world's
numerous cultures. Science is important though only a part of a more Multicultural View which includes ethics,
aesthetics, spirituality, linguistics. All Truths taken equally true; what's true for you is true for you, what's true for me is
true for me. The Human Potential Movement: Civil rights, environment, hate crime and feminism are taken very
seriously. The beginning of self-actualization: Finding higher potentials of knowing, feeling and loving in the Self and
bringing them to life.

Us

Communitarian/Egalitarian. Seek peace with the inner self and explore with others, the caring dimensions of
community. First appeared in the mid-19th century. Made the scene in the 1960's. Cold rationality of Orance
was challenged with Green's emphasis on warmth, sensitivity and caring. A new form of spirituality emerged in
response to the dogmatism that often developed in Blue. Desire to share Earth's resources with all and ensure
that everyone has equal opportunity to meet basic material needs. Emphasis on inclusiveness, decisionmaking is done through consensus. Authenticity, openness, harmony, equality and sesitivity are valued.
Highest concentration of the Green Meme in the world is in Western Europe, particularly Scandinavia. Only
10%of the world is at Green, about 25% of the United Satates is Green.

Mental

5. Orange

5. Orange

Rational - Science - Achiever Self - Self Expression - Looks to its own individuality and its own autonomy and its own
drives. Third person, worldcentric, achiever self. Introspection arises, can look within and survey what they see.
Thinks in scientific terms. Understands "If" and "As If" worlds. Dreamers. Thinks hypothetically about what it needs
to achieve and accomplish in order to be deemed worthy. Revolts against conventional, conformist realities to follow
its own dreams and desires of achievement. The age of Reason and Revolution.

Self

Achiever/Stategic Meme. Emerging about 400 years ago, this is the meme of science, capatlism and
democracy. Individual achievement, objective inquiry and self-reliance are highly valued. Strategic risk-taking,
creatiity and prosperity are highly desireable. This is the dominant meme in most developed nations, including
the United States. Life , liberty and the pursuit of happiness rules the day. Conflicts between the Blue and
Orange abound in the United States. The creationism versus evolution debate; abortion and euthanasia
issues. Blue sees these as serious moral infractioons, but Orange sees the issue to be the right of every
individual to have a choice. 30% of the world's population and about 50% of the United States. The most
powerful meme in the world today, impacts virtually all people on planet Earth today for better or worse.

Mental

4. Amber

4. Blue

Mythic - Literal Beliefs - Rule/Role - Mythic events taken to be concretely true. Identity grows and expands from self to
a group, clan, tribe, nation, religion. For the first time can "take the role of another", walk in another's shoes.
Ethnocentric in a prejudice sense. The chosen group. Identifies with a group and is totally bound by its beliefs, its
values, its ethics, its goal... conformist. 40% of US population. Level of belongingness, desire to fit in, to love and be
loved. Peer pressure has an enormous impact. The beginnings of love.

Us

Mythic

3. Red
Magic moves to Mythic - Emergence of concepts. Intentionality begins to develop. Power driven world. Watch out all
the time for somebody taking advantage of you, the world is a dangerous place. Transfer the capacity to do miracles
from ourselves to super natural beings. Gods and goddesses and elemental spirits come on the scene for the first
time. Desire to convince the super natural beings to do miracles on its behalf. Called "Power Gods" in Spiral
Dynamics. Egocentric concern for itself and its power and its safety.

Purposeful/Authoritarian. "Life has meaning, direction and purpose with predetermined outcomes." Emerged
about 5,000 years ago in response to the anarchy and exploitive nature of the Red Meme. Sacrifice of self to
higher cause is highly valued. Absolute principles and rules must be followed. Impulsiity is controlled through
guilt. Fundamentalizm and patriotism abound. The hymn Onward Christian Soldiers exemplies this meme as
does The Battle Hymn of the Republic. Blue is the most common meme in our world today. Emphasis is on
stability and order; sacrifice brings future rewards. Many military conflicts in the world today are between Red
and Blue Memes vying for dominance. 35 - 40% of the world's population and about 25% of the U.S.
population. Dogmatism

3. Red
Self

Magic

2. Magenta

Impulsive/Egocentric. First emergence of the individual ego. Warloards, conquerors, feudal empires arise and
power gods dominate religious worship. Be what you are and do what you want."Instant gratification with no
remorse is typical. Respect through domination is valued. emerged about 10,000 years ago. Urban gangs,
neo-Nazi movements, motorcycle gangs and certain athletic contests. 15 - 20% of the world's population
functions in this meme.

2. Purple
Magic - Emotional - Sexual. Beginning of emotional feeling capacity. First forms of cognition such as images and
symbols. Fantasy, magical thinking, very superstitious. Egocentric idea that it can do a miracle on its own, i.e., rain
dance. Superstitious, fantasy-driven, impulsive, immediate gratification. Development of instinctual emotions, sex,
lust, anger, jealousy. First major human societies - foragers or hunter gatherers began to remake the planet.

1. Infrared
Archaic - Physiological - Sensor motor. Animal instinctual heritage. The major needs and drives of this level are
simply physiological needs and drives. Simple things like food, water, shelter, warmth - baseline needs.

Us

Magic

Self

Archaic

Magical/Animistic. Focuses on safety by keeping the spirits appeased and happy. Keep the spirits happy and
the tribe safe. Individual identity is totally subsumed by tribal identification. The world is related to through
magic and rituals. Great power is given to tribal leaders and shamans. Ancestors are honored and often
worshipped. 5% of the world's population funcctions in this meme.

1. Beige
Instinctive/Survivalistic. Survival through instinctual and habitual behaviors. Do what you must do just to stay
alive. Emerged 100,000 years ago, essentially nonexistent today except for isolated instances.

